The COI Mission and Vision:
Reconciliation
The COI Vision promotes peaceful reconciliation to heal the 2700 year rift since the split of
the ancient Israel World Empire of King David and Solomon – i.e. preparation for the
establishment of the Universal Kingdom of God.

COI leadership features equal representation from both the opposing parties, viz. on the
one front: the re-awakening House of Israel, identified by millions of pro-Israel non-Jews
from amongst all nations turning to Torah and, on the other front, the House of Judah
(Jews and Rabbinic Judaism). These specially elected persons are scholars and experts
with individual experience through their involvement in this Restoration and Reconciliation
Process. Amongst the vast void of theological differences, the one factor that they share in
common is the conviction that the Main Purpose of God and the Main Theme of Scripture is
to restore the 12-Tribed Kingdom of Israel as that Entity through which God will reign over
the nations in a Universal Kingdom of Peace
Both Houses in time were banished from the Land of Israel and exiled amongst the nations
– but the Promise of God remained as a Challenge, that He would in the End times restore
‘the Fallen Tabernacle of David’ by returning and re-uniting His 12-Tribed Kingdom of Israel.
The COI Vision proclaims that we have now reached that Moment in Time that God is
calling His People together. The House of Judah has already returned to the Promised
Land and within 70 years of 'rebirth' have established Israel as a leader amongst top
nations. In addition, millions of non-Jewish souls across the World are adapting Jewish
Torah principles in fast increasing measure as God is calling
them to their ancient roots in fulfilment of His Promise to
"restore the Fallen Tabernacle of David".
But insurmountable Stumbling Blocks remain to keep these
Two Houses apart. The Final Redemption can NOT take
place and God’s Universal Kingdom can NOT be established
until these Two Houses reconcile and embrace in Peace and
unity. Join us to work for Reconciliation. Click here to see the
Reconciliation Definition
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